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7 Win 4 Hits in TEXAS  
in Two Weeks! 

 
 

I just completed the Win 4 Excel sheet for TEXAS.  
This sheet works the same way the NY sheet works: you 
enter the 40 number distribution on Saturday night. The 
numbers the sheet gives you are good for the next 7 
days. You can get the sheet NOW (I will explain how 
shortly).  
 
The Texas report will be ready in a week or two; it will be 
a Kindle on Amazon (you can get the PDF just by emailing 
me the code on the last page of the Kindle).  
 
The Excel sheet has 15 hot numbers for Texas.  
They are divided into 3 groups of 5 numbers each.  
 
Group A has the 5 hottest singles.  
Group B has the 5 hottest doubles.  
Group C has 5 hot singles.  
 
I recommend playing groups A and B.  
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If only the 5 group A numbers are played,  
you will get about 1 HIT PER MONTH. 
 
If only the 5 group B numbers are played (doubles),  
you will get about 2 HITS PER MONTH. 
 
If both groups A and B are played (10 numbers),  
you will get about 3 HITS PER MONTH.  
 
You can start out playing group B (the 5 doubles)  
and after getting a few hits, add the group A numbers 
because these are really the five hottest numbers.  
 
 
The 7 hits on the next two pages were predicted by the 
Excel sheet. Notice that most of the hits came from 
groups A and B; these are the two groups I recommend 
you play.   
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The Week of August 13-18 
4 Hits 

 
6597 Hit Texas on Mon AUG 13, 2018 (A-5679) 
0674 Hit Texas on Tue AUG 14, 2018 (C-6407) 
4171 Hit Texas on Thu AUG 16, 2018 (B-4711) 
0212 Hit Texas on Sat AUG 18, 2018 (B-0221) 

 
https://www.lotterypost.com/results/tx/calendar/daily4/2018 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.lotterypost.com/results/tx/calendar/daily4/2018
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The Week of August 20-25 
3 Hits 

 

0428 Hit Texas on Tue AUG 21, 2018 (A-2840) 
5596 Hit Texas on Tue AUG 21, 2018 (B-5569) 
8774 Hit Texas on Sat AUG 25, 2018 (B-8477) 

 
https://www.lotterypost.com/results/tx/calendar/daily4/2018 

 
 
 

 

  

https://www.lotterypost.com/results/tx/calendar/daily4/2018
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That is a lot of hits in just two weeks; which explains why 
there were no hits last week (August 27-Sept 1) and this 
week (Sept 3-8). I call these two losing weeks a 
“correction” (making up for the 7 hits in two weeks).  
 
This means that things will be back to normal starting 
next week (Sept 10-15) or the week after (Sept 17-22) 
which is getting 1 or 2 hits PER WEEK.  
 

To Review: You can start out just playing the 5 group B 
numbers on the sheet; these are all DOUBLES. You can 
add the 5 group A numbers later (after you have gotten 
a few hits). I recommend playing these numbers at 
5dimes (a $1 box hit on a double pays $750).  
 
If you have not done so already, you can request my 

FREE 5dimes report by emailing me with this on the 

subject line of your email: SEND 5DIMES REPORT.   
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You can get this sheet NOW for $15. 
This includes 30 days of Gold membership.  
 
To get it, email me with $15-TEXAS SHEET-30-GOLD on 
the subject line of your email. I will send you a Paypal 
invoice for $15. I will send you the sheet and give you 
access to my Gold programs right after I get payment. 
You can email me at aanewyork4000@gmail.com 
 
After I am done with Texas, I will work on North Carolina, 
then Missouri. I will be creating a Win 4 sheet for these 
states as well.  
 
You can request a sheet for the Win 4 game of your state 
for $60. You should have the sheet in 30 to 60 days. Just 
email me with $60-X-Win 4 Sheet with X being the state 
you want (so if you want the sheet for Florida, email me 
with $60-FLORIDA-Win 4 Sheet on the subject line of 
your email).  
 
 
  

mailto:aanewyork4000@gmail.com
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In The Win 4 Game, Think in 
Terms of MONTHLY HITS 

(A Month = 5 Weeks) 
 
I am planning to make A LOT of money playing the Win 4 
game. This means that the next hits you will see on this 
page will be Win 4 Hits (BOX and STRAIGHT hits): 
https://pick3master333.com/box-hits/ 
 
The first strategy is identifying the hottest codes.  
 
Second, identifying the right numbers to play.  
 
Third, having the right bankroll.  
This means that you identify how much you will be 
spending for a WEEK then you multiply this by 5.  
That is your starting budget.  
 
For Texas, this would be 5 X 0.25 cents box (if played at 
5dimes). This is $1.25 X 24 drawings = $30 for the WEEK, 
which is excellent. Then multiply this by 5, which is $150.  
 
That is your starting bankroll: $150.  
 
 

https://pick3master333.com/box-hits/
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If you do NOT have this, DO NOT use this system.  
 
You have to think in terms of MONTHLY hits in the Win 4 
game and a “month” is 5 weeks – so you need to have 
the money you will spend for the coming 5 weeks saved 
up; if you don’t; I suggest you wait until you have the 
funds.  
 
This basically means that your time frame for the Win 4 
game is larger than the Pick 3 game.  
 
In the Pick 3 game you can expect hits every WEEK.  
 
In the Win 4 game you can expect hits every MONTH.  
 
 
The Win 4 Coach 
September 8, 2018 


